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Technology alone is not enough to drive transformation

iPhone enabled change, but without retailers digitalising and consumers changing habits, no revolution

Successful tech strategy requires using all three levers in coordination.

The power of technology can greatly increase capacity for improvement.
Productivity growth is driven by technology and digitalisation

Yggdrasil: The reservoirs are developed through new technology and AI changes the way we work

- Show me all of today’s open work orders on Yggdrasil.
- Certainly, here’s a list of all the open work orders...
- What’s the impact of the shut-in on our compressor?
- Forward predicting Yggdrasil Digital Twin...
  There’s a 10% chance of requiring downtime
- Do we see hydrocarbon indicators in well 25/16-2?
- Calling the missed pay model... Yes, there's gas!

*Note: The text boxes are conceptual and don't reflect current Yggdrasil scope. The intent is to illustrate and to connect different ongoing work in Aker BP around AI and its impact on work processes.*
To be, or not to be ➔ From «Yes, but....» to «Yes, if...»